
Medimail CANISTER MCM1  

Triple Packaging System comprising: 

 

Sturdy Outer Packaging made of fully-recyclable polypropylene 

co-polymer; resistant to water, ripping, impacts and chemical 

agents. It measures 290 x 195 x 105 mm and can hold up to three 

secondary containers.

It is yellow for easy identification, with all required transport 

pictograms printed on it; closure is via self-folding flaps and it 

includes a tamperproof safety label which quarantees the security 

of the shipment.

A Rigid Secondary Container: this is a cylindrical container made 

of plastic, with a screw top and leakproof gasket to guarantee it 

can withstand 95 kPa of internal pressure without leakage.

Its dimensions are 160 x 80 mm,(135 x 59 mm usable space), 

enabling it to hold test tubes

An absorbent safety pouch made of technological polymer able 

to absorb up to 25 times its weight, in order to hold the total 

amount of liquid transported, whether bodily fluids or chemical 

products; it measures 170 x 120 mm and can hold up to 5 test 

tubes.

Para más información visite: 
www.safetyway.es 

SAFETYWAY. Consorcio Zona Franca de Vigo 
Área Portuaria de Bouzas, Nave 3, Puerta 15

36208 Vigo -  Pontevedra (Spain)

PRODUCT
Sistema de TRIPLE EMBALAJE para 
SUSTANCIAS BIOLÓGICAS CATEGORÍA B 
(asignadas al número UN 3373).

REGULATIONS
Packaging instruction P650 of the ADR 
(European Agreement Concerning 
International Transport of Dangerous 
Goods by Road) and Packaging 
Instruction 650 de IATA/ICAO.
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· Complies with Packaging Instruction 
P650 of the ADR (European Agreement 
Concerning International Transport of 
Dangerous Goods by Road).

· Also complies with Packaging 
Instruction 650 IATA/ICAO.

Both certificates issued by third-party 
authorized laboratories.

Certification.

1.  There are no extra costs for the returning or 
sterilization of the container, or storage 
costs in the receiving laboratory.

2. It is fully recyclable as clean plastic (unless 
it has been contaminated).

3. All our packaging systems can be shipped 
via any road or air transport company 
without needing to comply with any other 
requirements.

Advantages

For those clients who understand that a 
rigid secondary container offers added 
value.

This TRIPLE PACKAGING system for 
Category B biological samples is 
recommended for those services in 
which disposable containers are used.

Applications

MEDIMAIL TRIPLE PACKAGING:

+ +
Primary receptacles are not included.

MEDIMAIL CANISTER MCM1 SALE UNIT:

Carton 30 units. Weight +/-11,5 Kg.

Weight of CANISTER MCM1: 340 g.

Height: 88 cm. Length: 55 cm. Width: 40 cm.
+/-11,5kg

88 cm 

55 cm 40 cm 




